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Heat transfer enhancement technique is an area of

considerable interest, contributing to the advances in heat

exchangers and thermodynamic systems. This research

investigates advanced passive vortex generators, i.e.,

oscillating flow mixers, that can actively mix internal flows

and improve convective heat transfer. 3D printing of a

millimeter-scale channel heat sink integrated with flow

mixers that produce self-sustained oscillations has been

manufactured and evaluated via flow visualization

experiments.

BACKGROUND

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

• For the first time, oscillating flaps within a circular tube was

successfully designed and 3D printed using a DLP printer.

• Visualization motions (oscillation) of flow mixers (flaps)

was achieved through a flow visualization experiment .
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EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

Final design flap dimensions 

• Visualize flow mixing and the motions of flow mixers with 

various flow speeds.

• Measure heat transfer Properties and compare results with 

computational fluid dynamics (CFD) analysis using 

ANSYST Fluent.

• Three different flap cases were studied.

• To make the flaps more flexible the thickness and the height

were made to be thin and the length to be long with each

inclined at an angle of 45 in the same direction of the main

flow to get optimum heat and mass transfer performance.

The flap (A) oscillated mostly, with the flow rate set at 2.5 GHP (0.000002629

m³/s) at a high pressure from the faucet .
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CONCLUSIONS

Mixing and heat transfer enhancement is fundamental in

many engineering applications. An original concept was

proposed to enhance heat transfer and mixing quality

performances by using four flexible vortex generators (FVGs)

mounted on opposite walls for a static mixture configuration

through numerical investigation. The flexible flaps enhance

the mixture quality up to 98% and thus increases the overall

heat transfer. The implementation of such a technique shows

a great potential for the performance enhancement of

multifunctional heat exchangers.

FVGs on opposite walls[1]

METHODOLOGY

CFD analysis showing increase 

in mixture quality[1]

Figure above shows P4K 35, Envision Tec 

Digital light processing technique 

Build platform :90×56×180 mm

XY pixel size :35µm

Project resolution : 2560×1600 pixels

Z-direction resolution : 25-150µm

Print material : Epoxy resin


